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Turn Time Into a Strategic Asset
With a Time Intelligence Platform
Increase efficiency and profit with Replicon’s
Time Tracking for Service Organizations

Achieve a single source of truth for time
Time is the key resource in today’s service-oriented economy.
Organizations with 5,000 employees have around 10,400,000
project hours available each year, and those with 50,000 employees
a massive 104,000,000 project hours! With this much time at your
disposal, you need to know exactly how it is being utilized across all
your projects so you can give your organization a competitive edge.
Yet many organizations face significant time tracking challenges. Filling
out manual timesheets can lead to inaccurate information, and time
data is usually collected and stored across different enterprise systems
and applications. That can make it difficult to access time data. But with
real-time project visibility you can make faster business decisions and
uncover profit you didn’t know you were missing.
With Replicon you can elevate time into an asset that impacts your
bottom line.

Get a unified platform to drive project
profitability
The Replicon Time Intelligence Platform provides a unified, secure,
scalable, and cloud-based platform for time, project costing, and
pay across the entire organization. Global governance is built in,
and supports multiple languages, currencies, statutory pay rule
compliance, and regional privacy, security and data residency laws.
Intelligent automation leverages artificial intelligence and machine
learning to deliver 100% accurate, real-time data and create a single
source for time.

Replicon customers report:
100% real-time, accurate data
for actionable insights
90% reduction in administrative
overheads
10% reduction in revenue and
payroll leakage
5-10% increase in utilisation and
productivity

Customers also able to see:
Accelerate time to revenue
Creating a single source of truth for
project time reduces billing inefficiencies
and inaccuracies, and drives greater
efficiency and profitability.
Make agile decisions to power growth
Automated time tracking with real-time
visibility enables users to respond faster
to time data and make more informed
decisions.
Achieve global compliance
Built-in pay rules for 250+ jurisdictions in
80+ countries minimizes the compliance
burden for organizations.

Better time tracking enables you to streamline processes to drive
operational efficiency and productivity, reduce billing cycles and
revenue leakage, and improve cash flow and profitability.
www.replicon.com
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Automatically harvest time data for
real-time visibility
The platform’s revolutionary capabilities like Zero Touch time capture
harvests time data from GPS, calendars, desktops, mobiles, and other
applications, providing real-time visibility into all of your project time
data.

Improve the employee experience with a
modern, mobile interface
Replicon’s Time Tracking for Service Organizations provides a
modern, intuitive, and friction-free mobile experience that allows
employees to capture and submit time smoothly, and managers
to approve quickly using smart approvals.

Get started quickly with a platform that
delivers:
Enhanced configurability and
scalability for large enterprises or global
businesses for their time tracking needs.
Open APIs and flexibility to adapt to
all your time tracking requirements
around business processes, workflows,
and configurations to ensure rapid
deployment.
Pre-built SAP connectors and a fully
integrated user experience to navigate
and access Replicon Time Tracking
without leaving the SAP environment
using SAP® Fiori.

Drive global governance and local
optimization
The platform meets all time tracking requirements for projects,
costing, billing, pay and absences and has the flexibility to adapt
to global organization hierarchies and business processes while
supporting all localization needs such as templates, workflows,
languages, and currencies.

Ensure global compliance for payroll
The platform comes with built-in compliance and pay rules that
enable enterprises to model time-off policies for different
countries to comply with local statutory rules and regional
business needs.

About Replicon
Replicon, the Time Intelligence
company, is pioneering a new
approach to time management.
We support thousands of customers
across 80 countries with an award
winning portfolio of cloud-based
products for billing, project costing,
and time and attendance.
www.replicon.com

Integrate time data across your
ecosystem
Time Tracking for Service Organizations comes with pre-built
connectors to SAP S/4HANA® ERP software and SAP
SuccessFactors® solutions to rapidly deliver a modern and secure
way to track all time data across your enterprise systems.
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